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However the murder rate has gone down in most places. To combat this, several laws and initiatives have been
enacted. Whether born into, abducted, kidnapped, raped, battered, or bruised, people fall victims to these acts
against nature and moral sensibility every day. Economy and Security -. Killing the messenger jailing drug
users has only made the problem worse. And although the Mexican government has promised its people an
end to the drug war and its violence, the corrupt government, the narco-economy, and poverty allow for the
violence and corruption to continue to flourish. Looking at these innocent people I would assume none of
them have ever even touched narcotics in their lives. If you quit drugs you join the fight against terror in
America. Worst forms of child labour in 19 countries and one border area. Most think it is only something that
happens in third world countries, but in fact could be happening in their hometown. With longer prison
sentences resulting from mandatory sentences. A country that is subjected to filth, poverty, and sex trafficking.
Your time is important. The inflow of drugs has become one of the largest growths in transnational crime
operations; illicit drug use in the United States makes it very difficult for nation states police and customs
forces to get a handle on the issues. According to United States Custom Services, every year, millions of
merchants enter the United States of America either in private or commercial flights, while others enter in
ships and vehicles to participate in this high profiting market. First main point-Drug trafficking impacts the
lives of people of all ages. Distribution of Illegal Drugs The market involves extensive supply of illegal drugs.
Many critics are now making comparisons between the Mexican drug cartels, like the one mentioned above,
and legitimate corporations like Netflix, or Google Some forms of migration are forced as is in the case of
human trafficking. They are also denoted by the presence of criminal groups and chains. There are more slaves
now than ever before. Primarily, MDMA is manufactured secretly in the Western Europe then clandestinely
distributed into United States through commercial airline couriers and carriers of express package. In
comparison to the costs to produce illegal drugs, it is considerably low in compared to the exponential profits.
In the United States, the number has risen to about  The risks far outweigh the possibility of getting away with
it. Illicit drugs are illicit because they represent a threat to the health of consumers. Since illegal drugs are
expensive, people consider drug users to be wealthy in order to afford addictive drugs. These drugs are
produced in one country of the world and with strong network communication are traded to different
destination of the world. In the s, Chinese immigrants introduced opium smoking when they came to
California. We as humans are endowed with certain indelible rights. Any type of essay. The hazards of the
trafficking are becoming more and more dangerous.


